Test and Itchen River Restoration Strategy 2014
Following on from the success of our five large scale collaborative restoration
projects carried out in 2013, the Test and Itchen River Restoration Strategy
continues to go from strength to strength. This year, seven collaborative
projects have been carried out, five on the Test and two on the Itchen. Each
project has been 50% funded by the Environment Agency and Natural
England and 50% by the landowner. As recommended in the Strategy report a
mixture of techniques were used to improve previously poor stretches of river.
Long stretches of steel and wood piling were removed at three locations and
the banks reprofiled to provide habitat and improve connectivity with the flood
plain. Three islands were built on the Itchen in an historically over wide and
dredged section and a total of 2 km of river has been improved by the use of
woody debris, the creation of meanders, tree removal, re-profiling of banks
and structure removal. One structure has also been removed to improve fish
passage, upstream habitat and conveyance. We have also surveyed three
large structures with a view to possible removal/alteration in the future.
Polhampton, River Test, Reach Code T003 (Restore), SSSI Unit 84,
GR SU 52047 50248.
This small structure near the source of the Test, upstream of Overton, was
creating a barrier to fish movement and having a negative impact impounding
600m of upstream habitat. The weir was removed and a rock ramp installed
using selected limestone blocks. A redd count upstream of the structure in
2013 identified 2 redds. Following removal in November 2014 a redd count
identified 30 redds. The project was 50/50 funded between the landowner and
the Restoration Strategy.

‘Before’ and ‘after’ photos of the structure at Polhampton. All work was carried
out from upstream using a 360° excavator. The river was diverted temporarily
so that the blocks could be positioned in the dry. A fish was observed moving
upstream immediately after the ramp was completed. These works were
filmed using a time lapse camera.

Tufton, River Test, Reach code T025, T026, T028 (Rehabilitate/Restore),
SSSI Unit 84, GR SU 44661 46810.
This is a long off-take carrier downstream of Whitchurch that runs parallel with
the main river and rejoins it downstream. The channel was very shaded with
little weed or marginal growth. Due to an impounding structure between T026
and T028, velocities were slow and the bed silty due to years of leaf litter
accumulation. The work was based on a report and recommendations by the
late, Nigel Holmes. 1300m of river have been improved by large scale tree
clearance to allow light to the river. Re-profiling the banks, adding woody
debris, creating meanders, pinch points and pools have all added variation to
channel form along a considerable length of river. The downstream structure
was also removed which has increased velocities and complimented the
effects of the woody debris upstream. A series of backwaters where also
created to improve biodiversity.

These two photo’s of the works at Tufton show tree clearance, the use of
woody debris and the creation of meanders. Trout redds were noticed on
completion in this previously slow, dark and silty channel. The project, the
largest this year, was collaboratively funded by the owners and the
Restoration Strategy.

Houghton Club, River Test, Reach code T089 (Rehabilitate), SSSI Unit
88, GR SU35937 36129
This is a continuation of works from last year to improve 300m of double bank.
The reach has an impounding structure at the bottom end and has been
heavily dredged in the past. Poor velocities and deep water provided poor
habitat for fish and macrophytes. Traditional management techniques also
provided little variation in habitat or species.

The image on the left is of the unrestored channel and the image on the right
is of last year’s restored channel. Previously dredged material is being used to
create meanders and locally won gravel is being used for bed raising. Bed
raising will increase velocities, promote the growth of ranunculus, provide
juvenile habitat and hopefully encourage spawning.
The project was 50/50 funded by the Restoration Strategy and the Houghton
Club.
Up stream of Saddlers Mill, River Test, Reach code T148 (Rehabilitate),
SSSI Unit 90, GR SU 34684 20917
Two types of restoration were carried out over a length of 400m. With
guidance from colleagues in Flood and Coastal Risk Management (FCRM)
team 40m of steel piling was removed and the banks were re-profiled at
various locations over an additional 400m. This has provided more bank-side
habitat and improved connectivity with the flood plain potentially improving
flood storage. All works took place on the true right bank.

Exposing the steel piling prior to removal and the finished regraded bank. The
the new bank has a chalk core to add strength in periods of high flow. The
bank has also been angled so that water can be directed into the main
channel. The work was 50/50 funded between the owner and the Restoration
Strategy.
Broadlands, River Test, Reach code T150 (Conserve and enhance), SSSI
Unit 91, GR SU 35386 17390

As highlighted in the Strategy report this is the only section in an otherwise good ‘Conserve and
Enhance’ reach that needs improving. Approximately 100m of degraded wooden piling on an
outside bend was reducing available habitat. The bank has been re-graded and planted with
appropriate bank-side vegetation to add strength. The removal of the piling will allow natural
geomorphological processes to occur on the opposite bank, provide extra bank-side habitat and
help re connect the river with the flood plain. The works have been 50/50 funded by the fishery
and the Restoration Strategy.

Twyford, River Itchen, Reach code I65 (Rehabilitate), SSSI Unit107, GR
SU 47944 24990.
A long stretch of historically over- wide and dredged channel on the main river
Itchen . The true left bank has rafts of sweet grass that have been traditionally
used by returning salmon as cover. Ideally bed raising would have resolved
many issues here but due to the significant depth and the large amount of
imported gravel required it was deemed not feasible. A report by the late Nigel
Holmes recommended the construction of three islands in the widest section.
After consultation with FCRM the islands were constructed using limestone
cobbles forming the front and back and woody debris and locally won soil and
associated plants for the middle. Even after a short period of time the
increased velocities have moved silt beds and created habitat for fish in an
area previously devoid of cover. In time it can be expected that otters and
water voles will use the solitude provided by the islands

View looking upstream showing the wide and slow flowing main river and the
islands marked out. Construction of one of the islands with stone front and
back and soft woody debris yet to be installed. The effect of the increase in
velocities can be clearly see by the lighter coloured bed. The project was
50/50 funded between the Bishopstoke Fishing club and the Restoration
Strategy.
Chilland, River Itchen, Reach Code I33,I34,I35 (Restore/Rehabilitate)
The restoration work on this reach was completed in collaboration with the
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust and the owner. The main river is
straight with a series of impoundments downstream. The impoundments
belong to a different downstream owner. While it would be beneficial to
remove/alter them this is not unfortunately expected to happen in the near
future. The restoration work removed approximately 50m of steel piling along
the true left bank. The bank was then reprofiled to reconnect the river with the
flood plain. Areas of historically high chalk banks were also lowered to help
with connectivity. A total of 400m of bank have been improved in this way
providing an extra 28 hectares of flood storage north of Winchester. An old
side channel which runs parallel with the main river on the true left bank has
also been improved. This channel is approximately 200m long. A small
undershot hatch, fed by the main channel, has been installed at the upstream
end of this channel. This will be kept open to a minimum of 30cm to maintain
a constant flow down the channel to allow continuous fish passage. The
downstream end of the channel flows freely into the main river below the

structures on the main river. To further improve fish passage for all species
flints have been set upright into the concrete base of the new hatch. Gravel
will also be introduced to the new side channel to provide bed diversity and
habitat for juvenile and spawning fish.

Steel piling being removed and the newly created side channel prior to gravel
introduction.
Structure feasibility reports.
Three structures are presently being surveyed by consultants with a view to
potential alteration or removal in the future. The report will provide design
options for each structure to improve fish passage, upstream habitat and
reduce flood risk.

One of the structures at Bossington estate on the river Test (T103 – Restore).
The owner is keen for this structure to be removed in the near future. The
structure is presently impacting on 400m of upstream habitat creating a slow,
silty and deep channel. Once removed the upstream channel will be restored
to provide all the features associated with a chalk river.

Projects for 2015 financial year.
Presently there are six projects due to take place in 2015 ranging from bed
raising to bank reprofiling and the introduction of woody debris. Discussions
are still taking place on some and one has already been consented.
Oakley stream, Mottisfont, river Test, T119-Rehabilitate,
GR SU 33087 28248

This is a collaboratively funded project with the National Trust. Funding will be
provided through the Strategy and hopefully an application to Viridor by the
National Trust will be successful in securing additional funds. This 250m long
section is presently impounded by a downstream weir and gravel bar.
Southampton University have modelled the reach to determine how best to
improve the reach for the benefit of the Trust and the upstream owners. The
weir is to be removed and the gravel bar reduced in height. Gravel will then be
added to the rest of the channel to create the appropriate bed gradient. When
complete the upstream estate will carry out restoration improvements to their
reach in the following years effectively improving 800m of river.
Fullerton, river Test, T069-Rehabilitate, GR SU 38446 39711

A collaborative project 50/50 funded by two owners on opposite banks. The
project is to restore 400m of traditionally managed river which is presently
over wide and slow flowing with little bankside or inchannel habitat. Meanders

will narrow the river increasing velocities with a view to promoting ranunculus
growth. A more subtle form of management is also being encouraged.
Bullington, river Dever, D05-Rehabilitate, GR SU 46145 41303

Potentailly restoration of 1k of over wide, slow flowing channel with little
inchannel or bankside habitat. This is a collaborative project with the fishery
who will be supplying labour and materials. The Wild Trout Trust were invited
to walk the river with the owner and will hopefully be involved in the
restoration once we have a decision from the owner. Any restoration will make
full use of woody debris to create meanders, pinch points and scour so as to
provide a variety of habitats. Ideally bankside trees will be coppiced/pollarded
to allow light to the channel and provide materials for the in-channel works.
Tichborne Estate, Cheriton stream, river Itchen. I09-Restore,
GR SU 57432 30238

A long term complicated project to restore the river channel while maintaining
historical features. The image above is the outlet to a large online lake. The
lake has been dredged in the past but this is not sustainable. A recent report
by consultants gave the owner various options on how to deal with this
situation. The chosen option will remove the above structure and restore the
true river channel. Topographical and geomorphology surveys will help guide
how the river can best be positioned. It can be expected that the lake will

effectively be separated from the main channel. There is still much to do here
with historical and archaeological interests still to be considered. Because of
the scale of this project we will potentially be seeking funding outside of the
Strategy so that it is a standalone project. Once all parties are happy it could
be expected that work may start here in a couple of years time.
Timsbury, river Test. T132-Rehabilitate, GR SU 33741 24379

Timsbury, looking upstream. An overly wide, 500m long, historically dredged
section of main river with high perched banks. The owner on the true left bank
is keen for the banks to be reprofiled by pushing them down. This will narrow
the main channel by a couple of metres while improving and increasing flood
storage above Romsey. The equivalent true right bank has three owners, one
of which is presently willing do the same on their side. Colleagues from FCRM
have visited the site and agree that the works will benefit flood storage above
Romsey. To help assist in the design the hydrometry team have modelled the
bed profile to help guide the works. Different avenues of funding are also
being explored given the potential benefits to flood storage. Works are not
expected to take place this year.
Bossington, river Test. T112-Rehabilitate, GR SU 34101 30494

Looking upstream. A 150m long section of historically dredged channel. This
is phase two of the restoration works taking place at Bossington. As
recommended in the Strategy, the bed will be raised using locally won gravel.
Woody debris will then be introduced to create a variety of bank-side habitats.
Compton estate, river Test, Lake Beat. T116-Restore, GR SU 33625 29409

Looking upstream. The Lake Beat is an impounded 800m long straight
channel with no features. The aim is to incorporate bed raising with locally
won gravel, create meanders and pools and introduce woody debris. Costs
and future management are still being discussed.

Some of the above projects are large scale with many aspects to take into
account, this may mean that realistically they will not take place this year but
are delivered in future years. Some may also be funded separately from the
Strategy.
As well as the invaluable collaboration and input from owners and keepers the
Strategy has also worked collaboratively with other partners. We have been
involved with the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust and the owner
restoring a long stretch on the Itchen and the Wild Trout Trust have continued
to provide help and guidance with the continued restoration of the Candover,
a tributary of the Itchen. The Strategy is also currently working with the
National Trust and Southampton University carrying out bed profile surveys on
a 1km section of the Test with a view to delivering restoration works this
coming autumn. Colleagues from the FCRM and hydrometry teams have also
provided invaluable help and assistance in assessing the benefits these works
can provide to flood alleviation.
Other restoration actions
The Strategy is also encouraging owners and keepers to adopt a more subtle
form of bank side management. While it’s appreciated that some anglers may
prefer the traditional approach of tidy banks and easy access, the move to a
more natural and less manicured management regime is key to improving the
diversity of chalk stream species and wild fish populations. Wider margins and

bank side bushes provide many benefits such as cover and habitat for a
variety of invertebrates throughout the year, protection from predation, and a
reduction in bank-side erosion and runoff. While some are embracing a more
natural form of management others are finding it harder. This is usually driven
by the feedback of anglers who want easy access and the ability to catch
large stocked fish. For these rivers to flourish and improve into the future,
while still appreciating they are commercial fisheries, they need to be resilient
and adaptable to changing conditions and competing pressures. Maintaining
miles of uniform bank just for ease of access and maintenance will not
improve these rivers. If we are to improve these potentially rich and diverse
habitats there must be a move away from some of the more traditional
management practises that are not relevant or needed in the 21 st century.

Which is better?
The Environment Agency and Natural England would like to thank all the
owners, keepers and contractors they have worked with in 2014 and look
forward to continuing this valuable collaborative work in 2015 and into the
future. For more details on the Restoration Strategy or to arrange a site visit
please contact heb.leman@environment-agency.gov.uk or phone 01794
832740.

